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Figure 1. Flowchart of the NetSyMoD approach 
to participatory modelling and decision making.  

1 INTRODUCTION AND APPLICATION CONTEXT 
 

1.1 What is mDSS5 

The mDSS software is one of the tools for the implementation of the NetSyMoD  methodological 
framework for Social Network Analysis, Creative System Modelling and Decision support 
approach. NetSyMoD is the result of the developments of a series of research projects coordinated 
by Carlo Giupponi, in collaboration with various institutions: Fondazione Eni Enrico Mattei (FEEM), 
the Euro-Mediterranean Centre for Climate Change (CMCC), and the Universities of Milano 
“Statale” and Venezia “Ca’ Foscari”. In particular, mDSS was originally developed in the context of 
the project MULINO (MULti-sectoral, INtegrated and Operational Decision Support System for 
Sustainable Use of Water Resources at the Catchment Scale) and further developed and applied 
with a contribution of several other projects, including DSS-GUIDE, TRANSCAT, NOSTRUM-DSS, 
NEWATER and BRAHMATWINN, CLIMALPTOUR. 

The NetSyMoD  methodology and software tool are 
designed to support decision/policy makers in all 
instances in which there are choices to be made 
between alternative options in the field of of 
environmental management and with the 
involvement of multiple actors (Figure 1). The 
methodology facilitates the integration 
environmental, social and economic concerns and 
the involvement of interested parties in the 
formulation of strategies and decisions. 

Various tools freely downloadable from the internet 
can be used for the preliminary phases of Actor and 
Problem Analysis and Creative System Modelling 
(e.g. social network analysis with AGNA, and cognitive maps managed with C-Map), while the 
mDSS tool is an original piece of software specifically designed to manage the following steps of 
DSS Design and the Analysis of Options. 

The mDSS software is a generic Decision Support System (DSS) developed to assist decision 
makers in the management of environmental problems. It can help users to: 

− better understand or explain to the involved actors (disciplinary experts, policy/decision makers, 
other stakeholders) the problem at hand,  

− explore possible decision options, also within the contexts of alternative scenarios, 

− facilitate public participation, 

− smoothen the conflicts related to alternative courses of action,  

− extend collaboration with and within different stakeholder groups.  
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mDSS is developed upon the DPSIR1 conceptual framework (Driving forces – Pressures – State – 
Impact – Response), as a higher level simplified communication language. Driving forces  stand 
for processes underlying to environmental degradation such as land use or demographic 
development. Pressure  indicators are variables which measures the level of environmental 
impairment (e.g. total quantity of nitrogen in chemical or biological fertilisers applied per unit of 
agricultural land). State  indicators represent the current condition (or change) of the environment 
(e.g. average concentration of nitrogen in surface or ground waters). Impacts  represent the 
ultimate effect of changes of State indicators, or the damage caused (e.g. eutrophication of surface 
water or water becoming unsuitable for drinking). Responses  are the policies and measures to 
solve the problems. They are represented by a set of alternative options to choose from (e.g. 
alternative plans for ecologically sound production systems, or alternative designs for a water 
treatment plant). The DPSIR framework has been adopted by many international agencies and 
used in many projects and policy documents, including for example the Guidance Documents of 
the Water Framework Directive, in particular for what concerns the analysis of pressures and 
impacts. 

The NetSyMoD approach and the mDSS 
tool extend the use of the DPSIR framework 
to support the whole decisional process and 
include also a new component, the 
Exogenous Drivers (EDs) , thus developing 
into an Extended DPSIR Framework. In 
this new conceptual framework the five 
original nodes stand to represent the 
element of the socio-ecosystem of interest 
(e.g. a community, a river basin, etc.), while 
the EDs identify the forcing variables 
affecting the system, but being out of the 
decisional capabilities, typically identifying 
the scenario drivers (e.g. climate change in 
the case of decisions about adaptation 
strategies). 

The mDSS tool guides the user through 
three decisional phases: “Conceptual, or 
Intelligence Phase”, “Design Phase” and 
“Choice Phase” (see Figure 2).  

A mDSS session consists of three phases described below: 

I) CONCEPTUAL PHASE: identification of the issues a nd problem exploration. 
                                                

 
1 The Driving force-Pressure-State-Impact-Response (DPSIR) is a conceptual framework developed by the European Environment 

Agency for environmental monitoring and reporting, which can help conceptualise problems in water management in an easily 

understandable way, highlighting casual links and possible responses, as well as allowing the quick identification of problem areas and 

potential policy gaps. 

 

Figure 2. Main components and steps in a typical application of 
mDSS. 
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The “Conceptual Phase” represents the start of the decision process, after which the main 
concerns are usually the identification of suitable model(s) for supporting the assessment of 
alternative options, and the search of data in the context of the specific decision. The DPSIR 
approach allows the user to conceptualise and structure the decision situation according to the 
cause-effect relationships, which describe the inherent environmental problem(s) from the 
perspective of the decision maker (DM). Typically, after having detected a negative Impact which 
falls within their competences, DMs investigate the possible causes to identify possible actions: i.e. 
they proceed backwards from Impacts up to the identification of the most likely Driving Forces. This 
process leads the DM to the formalisation of ED-DPSI chains, which provide a conceptual 
description of issues, relations and problems upon which future decisions could be based.  

In the context of the NetSyMoD approach, the views of key stakeholders elicited during the 
Creative System Modelling, and in particular the information elements, are formalised as indicators 
and allocated to DPSIR nodes, thus identifying the knowledge base to be used for the DSS Design 
within the mDSS tool. 

This phase represents the start of the decision process, usually followed by the identification of 
suitable model(s) and other sources of data relevant in the context of the specific decision. The 
information collected is then organised in the form of indicators in tabular or geographical formats 
allocated to nodes of the chains. If needed, external nodes (EDs) can be added to the DPSIR 
framework, thus activating an external framework named “Scenario Frame”, to represent external 
driving forces to be considered in the conceptualization of the problem at hand and to allow for the 
analysis of multiple scenarios in parallel. 

The socio-economic and environmental information is stored in appropriate catalogues of 
indicators and organised according to the DPSIR approach in different formats (e.g. .dbf; .xls), 
allowing the user to deal with spatial and temporal data series and extract those information that 
are relevant for the decision case at hand. 

The DPSIR analysis represents the formal basis for the implementation of integrated assessment 
modelling, used for simulations and scenario analyses, which leads to the subsequent “Design 
Phase” in which the identification of the alternative options and selection of the decisional criteria 
are finalised, taking into account the results of the participatory activities and of the data collection.  

II) DESIGN PHASE: option definition and modelling 

In the second phase, the possible options - Responses  in terms of the DPSIR framework - are 
defined and the criteria useful for the evaluation of their performance are identified, on the basis of 
the available indicators. Various kinds of models can be implemented in mDSS through a generic 
interface for the retrieval of model outputs, but also through an ad hoc interface developed for full 
coupling with simulation tools developed within the Simile modelling environment by Simulistics. 
Those variables relevant for decision making, either coming from model outcomes or from other 
sources, are organised in the form of a matrix - the Analysis Matrix (AM) - containing the indicator 
values expressing the performances of the alternative options for each decision criterion. At this 
stage the indicator values are measured in different units and scales. In the next phase, indicator 
values are made comparable by normalisation and/or the application of value functions and used 
to fill the Evaluation Matrix (EM). 

III) CHOICE PHASE: Multi-criteria decision analysis  
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The comparison of the alternative options is the final phase of the decision making process 
adopted by mDSS. Using Multi-Criteria Analysis (MCA) evaluation techniques, all options are 
judged against their contributions to solve the problem at hand, through the elaboration of the 
criterion values stored in the EM.  

The main aim of MCA is to reduce the "multidimensionality" of decision problems - the multivariate 
option performances - into a single measure enabling an effective ranking. The heart of any MCA 
decision rule is therefore an aggregation procedure. Decision rules aggregate partial preferences 
describing individual criteria into a global preference and rank the alternatives.  

There is no single method universally suitable for any kind of decision problem; mDSS provides 
four decision rules: (i) Simple Additive Weighting (SAW); (ii) Order Weighting Average (OWA), (iii) 
the Technique for Order Preference by Similarity to Ideal Solution (TOPSIS), and (iv) ELECTRE. 

According to the selected MCA decision rule, techniques for evaluation and weighting of the 
multidimensional data (from surveys, census, monitoring, model outputs, expert judgements, etc.) 
take the decision maker to the “Choice Phase”, in which one or more MCA decision rules are 
applied to identify the preferred option. Evidence collected through local network questionnaires, or 
by the direct involvement of stakeholders may bring to several parallel implementations of the 
“Choice Phase” in which every interested actor, or group, can implement their preferences in terms 
of valuing and weighting the agreed set of decisional criteria. 

Results of parallel choices can be combined in a final stage in which group decision-making (GDM) 
routines are implemented, to facilitate the identification of a compromise solution, if needed. 
Iterations are quite often useful to refine the identification of the options, the selection and 
calculation of indicators, on the basis of the preliminary results obtained. 

The performances of alternative options within the context of multiple scenarios can also be 
explored when the scenario analysis capabilities are activated in the conceptual phase.  

The methodological documents and the software tool are freely available at the project web site 
(www.netsymod.eu/). 

 

Recent experiences of application of the NetSyMoD methodological framework and the mDSS tool 
are reported in the table below. 

Case study Decision issues Research/ 
Demonstr./ 
Applic./ 
Training 

Context  

Various cases in European 
countries 

Evaluation of alternative strategies for river basin 
management 

R Mulino Project (FP5) 

Various cases in 
Mediterranean countries 

Sustainability assessment of alternative strategies for 
water management in coastal areas 

R Smart Project (FP5) 

Venice Lagoon Watershed 
(Italy) 

Evaluation of alternative agri-environmental measures 
for the preservation of the Lagoon of Venice 

R/A Itaes/Agenda 
Projects (FP6 and 
regional) 

Hinterland of the city of Design of alternative strategies for the re-organisation D/A Isiimm Project 
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Treviso (Italy) of irrigation systems and integrated water 
management 

(Meda) 

Coastal areas in the Liguria 
Region (Italy) 

Alternative strategies for tourism exploitation of 
beaches 

R Regional project 

Cecina River Basin (Italy) Exploration of strategies for the Programme of 
Measures of the River Basin Management Plan 

R Doctoral thesis 

Grado and Marano Lagoon 
(Italy) 

Exploration of adaptation strategies to sea level rise 
induced by climate change 

R Vector Project 
(national) 

Upper Brahmaputra River 
Basin (India) 

Alternative strategies for river basin planning in view of 
the expected impacts of climate change 

R Brahmatwinn 
Project (FP6) 

Upper Danube River Basin 
(Austria and Germany) 

Alternative strategies for river basin planning in view of 
the expected impacts of climate change 

R Brahmatwinn 
Project (FP6) 

Lombardy Region (Italy) Evaluation of Rural development plan 2007-2013 A Support to regional 
admin. 

Black See and Eastern 
European countries 

Sustainable public policies and business practices  T Course for policy 
makers 

Balkan countries  Local sustainability and actions T Course for policy 
makers 

Alpine region Climate change adaptation strategies for Alpine 
tourism 

D Climalptour Project 
(Alpine space) 

Veneto Region (Italy) Evaluation of Rural development plan 2007-2013 A Support to regional 
admin. 

Albania Prioritization of dam rehabilitation projects A Support to national 
government  

 

 

1.2 What is new in version 5 

Version 5 has been developed in the same Visual Basic.NET environment as version 4. It is 
currently tested for the Windows™ Vista, XP, Me, 2000, or 7(32) operation systems. The version 
for Windows 7(64) is under development, whilst there are no plans for a Macintosh version. 

The main changes of version 5 include:  

− a new file format (mDSS5 data file) which is similar as in the mDSS4.x, with a couple of data in 
which all the relevant information about the project and the graphical interface are saved 
(filename.mD5 and filename.ms5);  

− the DPSIR scheme has been expanded to include Exogenous Drivers, thus providing the user 
with two nested widow: “Socio-ecosystem Frame” and a “Scenario Frame” around it, which can be 
activated or not depending on the need for including Exogenous Drivers and alternative Scenarios;  

− as described above, the Conceptual Phase is now structured to allow the user to explore 
alternative scenarios, thus analysing multiple Analysis Matrices in parallel; 
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− a new category of Indicators has been added: the Catalogue of Response Indicators, (graphically 
allocated to the R node), thus  allowing the user to represent the decision criteria linked to the 
alternative responses considered, instead than to one of the other DPSIR nodes; 

− a new routine allows now for live link connections with models previously developed with the 
Simile™ software by Simulistics; 

− decision algorithms have been consolidated in terms of interfaces and output documentation;  

− a spatial decision module, based on the pre-existing Map Window™  module, has been added. It 
allows the user to run Spatial single map MCA” (i.e. the ranking of spatial objects stored in a single 
layer considered as alternative options), and “Spatial multiple maps MCA” (i.e. the ranking of whole 
maps, which represent the alternatives). 

 

1.3 Hardware and software requirements 

The mDSS5 requires operation system Windows Vista, XP, Me, 2000, or 7(32).  

The software requires the .NET framework 2.0 correctly installed in the PC before installation. The 
installation file is included in the installation package available from the mDSS web site.  

Some software components are installed with the mDSS5 software. The correct functioning of the 
mDSS5 software depends on the proper installation of these components.  

At least 20 MB free disk space.  

At least 128 MB operational memory (RAM). 

 

1.4 INSTALLATION PROCEDURE  

To start the installation of mDSS5, click on the Setup.exe file. If you have not installed the.NET 
Framework, you will be asked to install it before proceeding with the installation.  

If a previous version of mDSS is installed on your computer, you must uninstall it first. The 
installation software will detect the existence of an earlier version of mDSS on your computer and 
ask you to remove it (in the language of your operation system). 

 

Click on “Setup” to start the 
installation.  
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Select the folder where you 
want to install the software 
and click on “Next”.  

 

The progress bar shows you 
the progress of installation. 
Click “OK” when the 
installation routine finishes.  

Figure 1-1 Installation of mDSS.  
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2 THE MAIN COMPONENTS OF mDSS WINDOWS 
 

The mDSS5 can be started by clicking on the “mDSS” icon in the mDSS program directory. 

 

The main elements of mDSS5 are explained in Figure 2-1.  

 

 

Figure 2-1 Structure of the mDSS user interface. 

2.1 Main menu  

The Main menu  provides access to the commands which are available for all program frames 
(such as “Open project”). The item File  contains options for starting a new project, and 
opening/saving an existing one. The project files from an earlier version 3.x must be imported 
before they can be accessed.  

2.2 Tab Bar 

The Tab bar  allows to navigate within a project session. It consists of tabs which describe different 
project phases (Introduction, Concept Phase, Design Phase, Choice Phase, Group Decision). 
Each phase (directory) encompasses one or more items (subdirectories) allowing to access 
different program frames. The progress bar  shows the progress of the current session, the pink 
part describes already completed part of the process.  

2.3 DPSIR Frame  

Main menu  
Tab bar  

Program frame  
DPSIR Frame 
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The DPSIR window  can be accessed by clicking on the concept tab. It introduces the Driving 
force-Pressure-State-Impact-Response framework. The framework guides conceptualisation of the 
problem at hand. The experiences gained by using the earlier versions of the software confirmed 
the potential of the DPSIR approach.  

2.4 Program Frames  

A program frame contains controls specific for the corresponding progress of the project. The 
program frames describe the steps underlying a project phase and correspond to the items of a tab 
bar directory. In some cases multiple windows are opened to allow more effective interaction with 
the software and to expand the display capability.  

 

2.5 The Settings Menu  

The Settings menu provides the user with the editing of the graphical parameters of the DPSIR 
Frame, as depicted in Figure 
2.2

 

Figure 2-2 Structure of the mDSS user interface. 

 

 NOTE: It is strongly recommended that all along the implementation process of a new case 
study the user saves intermediate steps as subsequent versions of the mDSS project files (with 
different names), in order to be able to reload intermediate steps, if need emerges, as a sort of 
“undo”, in case of problems. 
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3 INTRODUCTION AND APPLICATION CONTEXT 
 

3.1 Welcome window 

The Welcome window is the first program frame which appears when the software is launched (3-
1). It contains, besides acknowledgements and a short introduction of the NetSyMod approach, 
two buttons that allow the user to create a New Project or to open an existing one (Open Existing). 
This functionality is also available in the File command on the main menu.  

Note: mDSS5 files can be loaded in mDSS5 and converted by simply selecting the correct 
extension (.md4) in the File command form the main menu. 

 

 

Figure 3-1 Welcome Window. 
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4 CONCEPTUALISATION OF THE PROBLEM 
 

4.1 The DPSIR FRAME 

As soon as a new project or an existing project is opened, the DPSIR window appears (Figure 4-
1). The nodes of the DPSIR framework are represented by oval buttons2. By clicking on the 
“Driving Force”, “Pressure”, “State”, “Impact”, or “Response” buttons the user can move them 
across the frame, to improve the quality of the graphical representation in particular when it will 
become crowded with long lists of indicators and links. Further options are available by double-
clicking on each “Driving Force”, “Pressure”, “State”, “Impact”, “Response” buttons: the “DPSIR 
indicators” window will appear, in which it will be possible to compile or edit the Catalogue of 
indicators . In this window the indicators are allocated to the four categories of Driving Force, 
Pressure, State  and Impact  or to the ad hoc catalogue of Response  indicators where more 
information associated with them can be consulted (see below).  

 

Figure 4-1 Base DPSIR window. 

The Indicator catalogue window can be opened also, by double-clicking on one of the indicators 
(previously selected by right-clicking) listed in the “DPSIR FRAME” under each button once the 
catalogues of indicators has been selected.  

Moreover,  in the “DPSIR FRAME” window by right-clicking  on a selected indicator the user can: 

                                                

 
2 When opening an preexisting project with mDSS5 the “Load an existing mDSS project” window lists by 
default the .mD5 files, so in order to open a project created with the mDSS4 (the old) version, the user needs 
to choose the file type with the scroll down window. 
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- see the indicator’s details (“Show indicator details”); 

- add (“Add link”) and remove (“Remove link”) links between indicators; 

- isolate the DPSI chains to which the selected indicator belongs (“Show related ’indicator’ 
links”), or show only the indicators related to the one selected in the other lists (“Show only 
related ’indicator’ links”). 

- once the decisional case (i.e. the case to be analysed with the current mDSS project) and 
the list of alternative options have been defined, the user can select those indicators that 
are to be utilised as decisional criteria to build the decision matrices. This can be done by 
right clicking on the selected indicator and choosing from the context menu the “Send 
’indicator’ to AM” option, thus adding a new row labelled with selected indicators in the 
Analysis Matrix. In this way the user starts building the matrix structure by identifying those 
indicators that will be used later to derive decision criteria; 

- select the “Set value” option provided to input the indicator values, as it will be defined in 
the next following chapter (Design phase).  

 

Figure 4-2 Options available to work with indicator s. 

Similarly, to the DPSIR indicators, the catalogue of alternative options is linked to the “Response” 
button. Therefore, clicking on a single response provides information about that response in the 
catalogue.  

By right-clicking on the DPSIR nodes a menu of options is activated including: 

- Show all indicators and links; 

- Show all indicators; 

- Show only chains from which no indicator has been sent to AM; 

- Load indicators’ values (from an existing catalogue); 
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- Save all indicators’ values (to a new catalogue); 

- Save image as jpg; 

- Show MapWindow. 

Note: it is always possible to open this window from other program frames by clicking on the 
“Concept” tab from the tab bar. 

 

4.2 The Catalogue of indicators 

As stated before, double-clicking on the Driving Force, Pressure, State, or Impact buttons allows 
the user to open the Indicators window (see Figure 4-3). The Indicators window is aimed at 
providing lists of indicators which are relevant for assessing the issue and decision, which is the 
object of the working session. 

The indicators are grouped in a Catalogue. Catalogues can be external and internal. External 
catalogues are not referred to a specific project; within the external catalogue indicators can be 
chosen to identify a list that is used in the selected project. This list of chosen indicators represents 
the Internal Catalogue and it is specific for the project loaded.  

When the External Catalogue option is checked, the user can open an existing Catalogue (“Open 
catalogue” button) or, after expanding the window by clicking on the “More” button on the right,add 
a new indicator to the catalogue. The new Catalogue can be created ex-novo by selecting 
“External catalogue” and press the “More” button, thus being prompted to a blank indicator 
catalogue that the user can later save (Save button) in .xml or .xls format. When the Internal 
catalogue option is checked, the user can open an existing catalogue, update it, save the current 
catalogue and, after expanding the window by clicking on the More button on the right, up-date 
indicators details in the Internal catalogue.  

On the right side of Indicators Window the item description is showed. For each indicator the user 
should define the Sector (the macro area linked to the indicator i.e. agriculture, urban land use and 
so on), a brief description, the measurement unit, the most frequent role in the DPSI chain,  the link 
with one of the three different dimension of sustainable development (Social, Environmental, 
Economic), the catalogue of provenience, some user’s comments and the possible source. The 
consistency range is referred to the interval of values that can be correct for a certain indicator. 
The created indicators will appear in the left window, grouped on the basis of their sector.  

In the Indicators window by clicking on the “Open Catalogue” button it is possible to open a .xml or 
an .xls file previously built and saved.  

The Irrigation-Indicators file has been stored by default in the folder C:\Program 
Files\mDSS\mDSS5\samples once the software is installed. This file can be used as an example: 
once it has been opened, it is possible to see in the left part of the window the indicators classified 
in different categories (Agriculture, Urban land use, Water resources management, Water 
resources). In the right part of the window the user is prompted with the request to tick mark the 
Most frequent role of the selected indicator, i.e. D, P, S, I, or R. The lower button to the left hand 
side of the window presents the possibility to allocate the indicator to the competent node in the 
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DPSIR Frame and thus added to list of the correspondent DPSIR element by clicking on “Select 
for...” button. After this operation  it will be possible to see the indicators selected listed under the 
correspondent element in the DPSIR Frame window. 

Note At least the first 4 fields (i.e. the sector; full name; description; and unit) and the most 
frequent role played by the indicator must be specified in order to be able to save a new indicator.  

The mDSS does not recognise the characters “<” and “>”. It is tehrefore 

suggested to use “s.t.” and “g.t”  

By clicking on the “More” button  the user can also analyse the list of indicators with simple queries 
using logical functionalities (“and”/“or”), including or not the selected indicator. 

 

Figure 4-3 Catalogue of Indicators window. 

 NOTE: The identification of D-P-S-I indicators does not imply any selection of databases or 
data. It serves instead to formalise the theoretical data needs for a comprehensive description of 
the human-environmental interactions relevant for the assessment of the problems related to the 
decisional case in the catchment. Only during the following Design Phase data are stored in 
databases or maps formally linked to the mDSS project.  

 

4.3 The Catalogue of Options  

By double clicking on the “Response” button the user can open the Catalogue of Response options 
window in which the alternative measures are listed (Figure 4-4). Alternative measures are 
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grouped in a catalogue. As described above, by clicking on the response button the user can 
choose among two options: catalogue of measures and catalogue of R indicators. 

The catalogue of measures records the set of measures/responses which define a set of 
alternative options among which decision makers choose to solve the problem at hand. Within the 
catalogue of R indicators the user chooses the Responses to be sent to define the columns of the 
Analysis Matrix. The Catalogue could be specific for the project, or it could derive from a previously 
defined list, as in the case of predefined measures according to a specific law or regulation. 

 

Figure 4-4 Catalogue of Options window. 

The Catalogue of Options Window is structured similarly to the Indicator Window. For each 
response the following data are defined: the code, the full name, the target, the category, the 
actors involved, a brief description and the source. In this section the possible responses are 
charged; the user will analyse them in the following steps (chapter 6.1). 

 

4.4 Exogenous drivers and Scenarios 

The general case is that mDSS provides a representation in form of simplified cognitive model of 
the social ecological system taken in consideration for the decision case through the DPSIR  
Framework. But whenever scenarios have to be considered, mDSS formalises them through the 
identification of at least one new node, external to the DPSIR Frame, which represents the 
Exogenous drivers which are determinant for the state of the system but out of the control of the 
decisional case (e.g. regulations at a higher hierarchical level). 

The activation of multiple scenarios determine the building of a new Scenario Frame around 
multiple DPSIR Frames identified by tabs. Every Scenario has its own evaluation process in 
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parallel, with its Analysis and Evaluation Matrices and final results. When the user defines a new 
scenario (e.g. S1) mDSS will automatically copy the values of the AM and EM of the first scenario 
to AM-S1 and EM-S1.  Then the user will later modify some (or all ) AM-S1 values to represent the 
effect of Exogenous (i.e. scenario) Drivers on the evaluation criteria.  

Only one set of value functions should be applied to all the scenario AMs. Similarly, the same 
weights are then normalized and applied and the results appear in the "Responses". 

Only in case of options showing the same performance for a given criterion the options will not be 
assessed in all the scenarios with the same combination of criteria, value functions and weights. In 
this case a window with a warning message will appear mentioning that there are different criteria 
in different scenarios. The results for different scenarios will be displayed by clicking on different 
Scenario Tabs. Scenario Tabs will exist also in AM and VF windows. 

 NOTE: For SAW&OWA decision rules (see below) any modification of a value in an AM row 
(indicator) should be followed by a modification in the corresponding EM row. In mDSS5 any 
modification of a value in an AM row will automatically delete the corresponding EM row to avoid 
for inconsistencies in the application of the value functions (VF), for example as a consequence of 
variations of the ranges of indicators’ values. The user thus should go through the VF window to 
rebuild the modified row in the EM.  

4.5 The MapWindow module 

The MapWIndow module allows the user to visualize both vector and raster maps in a separate 
window (Figure 5-4). It can be opened:  

- in every program frame, from the mDSS modules in the Menu bar. In this case, the 
program window opened at that time will be closed automatically; 

- in the Base DPSIR window, by right clicking and choosing the “Show MapWindow” option. 
In this case the Base DPSIR window will remain open, in such a way that the user can 
visualize at the same time the selected indicators, formalised in the DPSIR framework, and, 
whenever this information is available, their spatial representation. 

The MapWindow functionality is very useful when the indicators selected for the analysis have a 
spatial distribution. In this case some or all of the cause-effects relations formalised in the DPSIR 
window can be interpreted and analysed in a spatial way. For example, it is possible to visualize 
the distribution of states and impacts linked to a specific pressure, acting differently in different 
areas. 

 

Maps can be added by using the Load Shapefile Coverage button for shapefiles  and the Load 

Grid Coverage button for grid coverages . Afterwards, some operations can be performed.  

Using the toolbar at the top of the window,  the user can (moving from the left to the right): 
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- Zoom in/out (“Zoom in”; “Zoom out”; “0.3 Zoom in”; “0.3 Zoom out”);      

- Move the map around (“Pan”); 

- Save the view as image (“Save to Clipboard”), and paste it in another document; 

- Zoom back to the previous view (“Zoom to previous extent”); 

- Identify features in the map (“Identify”); 

- Zoom to the full extent of the visualized map or maps (“Zoom to Max Visible Extent”); 

- Point features (“Pointer”); 

- Add other Shapefiles (“Load Shapefile Coverage”);  

- Add other grids(“Load Grid Coverage”);  

- Exit from the MapWindow module (“Exit”). To enter again, it will be enough to open again 
the MapWindow Module from the mDSS modules Menu. 

Once a shapefile or a grid coverage is loaded, right clicking on the name of a theme on the left side 
of the window, a menu will be opened, allowing to: 

- Zoom to the extent of the selected layer (“Zoom To Layer”); 

- Move Layers up and down, to the top or to the bottom (“Move Layer Up”; “Move Layer 
Down”; “Move Layer Top”; “Move Layer Bottom”). In fact, the top layer is the one that is 
showed over the others, unless it is checked off (check box on the left of the name). 

- Only for Shapefile coverages, open the attribute table linked to a shapefile (“Attribute 
Tables”); 

- Only for shapefile coverages, visualize the attributes stored in a selected field of the 
attribute table over the corresponding features (“Show Labels”);  

- Remove a layer (“Remove Layer”). 

 

The coordinates indicated by the pointer are displayed on the right of the toolbar.  

 NOTE: Every time the mDSS project is closed, even if it is saved before, the MapWindow 
module turns white back and the maps must be loaded again.  

 

Double Clicking on the name of a theme, the classification panel appears. It is possible to choose a 
classification field3 and to modify the legend by clicking on the coloured palettes. When the 
                                                

 
3 This does not apply to Grid Coverages, where each pixel is characterized by a unique numerical ID field. 
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classification field is a numerical field, the user can set the number of classes in which the data  
interval should be divided.  

The maximum number of classes that can be represented is 100. 

Pre-defined colour ramps can be used instead of the default colours using the drop-down menu at 
the bottom of the classification panel. 

Moreover, legends can be saved and loaded again using the “Load”\”Save” buttons at the bottom 
of the classification panel. 

 

 
Figure 5-4 Map Window Module. 

 NOTE: The field names in the attribute table should be univocal and not too long. Otherwise 
the software might occur into an error.  
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5 DESIGN OF THE DECISION PROBLEM 
 

In the second phase (the Design phase), the alternative options - i.e. the Responses in terms of 
the DPSIR framework - are analysed in terms of their performances (see paragraph 5.3 for the 
building and management of a Response catalogue). The criteria selected for the evaluation of 
their performance quantified on the basis of the previously defined indicators. The indicator values 
relevant for decision making, either coming from model outcomes or from other sources, are 
organised in the form of a matrix - the Analysis Matrix (AM), in which the indicator values of the 
alternative options are displayed in the columns and the decision criterion in the rows. The 
indicators are sent to the AM by selecting the “Send to AM” option after having selected the 
indicator in the DPSIR Frame. 

In the Design phase the indicator values are measured in different units and scales. In the next 
phase, indicator values are made comparable by normalisation and/or by the application of value 
functions and used to fill the Evaluation Matrix (EM).  

5.1 The Analysis matrix 

By clicking on the Design Tab of the Tab Bar the Edit Analysis Matrix window appears on the 
screen (see Figure 5-1). 

As the name suggests, this program frame encompasses all activities leading to building and filling 
the Analysis Matrix. The Analysis Matrix (AM) is a tabular representation of indicator values 
representing the outcomes of  previous assessments of the expected performances of the 
alternative options (i.e. the set of Response identified in the DPSIR Frame) measured in natural 
units (such as kg/yr, m3, ppm etc.).  

 

Figure 5-1 Analysis Matrix Window. 
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In the first column of the AM the name of the selected indicators are stated. By clicking with the left 
mouse button on the indicator’s name the user can select the indicator, while by clicking the right 
mouse button after selection it is possible to remove the item from AM, to set values from other 
files, e.g. raster or vector files, or to move the indicator up and down in the list. 

By right clicking on the names of the rows and columns the user can change the order to the items 
in the two lists. 

In the first row of the AM the name of the Responses to be examined are listed. 

Once the structure of the AM has been defined, the cells of the matrix should be filled with indicator 
values. In mDSS the cells of the AM can be filled in various ways: (i) by loading a pre-existing 
matrix stored as a .dbf/xls file, by pressing the “Load AM from .dbf/.xls” button; (ii) by typing the 
values manually; (iii) by means of pairwise comparison; (iv) by selecting single values stored in 
external files; (v) by selecting entire rows from tabular files.  

This phase is not necessary if the AM is loaded from an external file. It is possible to load the AM 
from other projects and to save the current AM for further elaborations in other software 
environments. In order to upload successfully the excel sheet as a AM the first column should be 
called “INDICATORS”, otherwise the loading process gives an error. In order to facilitate the 
exchange of data the user is advised to define the structure of the AM first and then save it (even if 
empty) in .xml or .xls format. Working on the AM previously saved by mDSS outside the software 
and later re-loading it after compilation, limits very much the risk of format mismatch. 

Once filled with data, the numbers inside the matrix represent the performances of the alternative 
options, listed along the columns for each indicator, measured in different units and scales. 

After filling in the values in the AM, the user can select with which aggregation algorithm to 
continue the analysis: SAW, TOPSIS or Electre by clicking on the “More” button. The default 
algorithm is SAW (See next section for details).  

5.2 Setting values for the analysis matrix 

In mDSS the cells of the AM can be filled in various ways:  

(i) by loading a pre-existing matrix stored as a .dbf file, by pressing the “Load AM from .dbf” button; 
(ii) by typing the values manually;  

(iii) by means of pairwise comparison;  

(iv) by selecting single values stored in external files;  

(v) by selecting entire rows from tabular files.  

A Live link option is also available to retrieve data for the AM directly from simulation models 
launched from within the mDSS software. In the current version the Live link option is designed to 
interface mDSS with models previously developed with the Simile software by Simulistics4. The 
Live link option is described in the following paragraph (6.3). 

                                                

 
4 http://simulistics.com/.  
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By right clicking on an (previously selected) indicator in the AM (or in the DPSIR window, see 5.3) 
and selecting the “Set Value From” menu the user can set links between AM cells and external 
files. Six categories of data are envisaged as sources for AM indicators:  

− Spatial data stored in maps with vector format; 

− Spatial data stored in maps with raster format; 

− Time series stored in data bases with .dbf or .xls format; 

− Global indicators, i.e. single values expressing the performance of a given option for a 
certain indicator; global here is intended also as an indicator without spatial features; 

− Pairwise comparison of options; 

− Hierarchical pairwise comparison of options. 

It is possible to choose among these options by expanding the “Set Value From” menu. 

Spatial data are supported by mDSS in ESRI Shape data format for vector maps and in ESRI 
ASCII data format for raster layers.  

Time series should be stored in .dbf format, with indicators on the columns and temporal 
observations along the rows.  

Spatio-temporal data  usually require pre-processing to extract indicators expressed by a single 
value. A specific program window has been designed for this scope (see Figure 5-2), which is 
automatically launched by mDSS whenever spatial or time series indicators are selected. In both 
cases (vector and raster) mDSS allows the user to work on .dbf data files, which can be derived 
from time series, such as the outputs of dynamic models, or spatial data layers, ie. typically the .dbf 
files attached to the ESRI shapefiles (.shp). As shown in Figure 5-2, some simple statistics 
(minimum and maximum value, sum, average, etc.) are already available on the right part of the 
window (in case of large tables it is necessary to scroll right the bar to visualize the work area). 
Moreover, it is possible to define new formulas by clicking on the “User defined formula” button. 

Global indicators  are stored in a specific ASCII .txt data format. In this case the operation is 
simple, because global files are simply lists of indicator names with values, separated by “=”. 
Therefore the user should simply select the correct value which is then sent to the AM. 

Pairwise comparison  is the method suggested when no links to external data have been 
previously identified for the selected D, P, or S indicator. This option is the preferred method for 
filling the AM from expert judgement. Experts express relative judgements by comparing each 
option listed in the rows with every other option in the columns and to describe the expected 
relative performance for the indicator under examination (reported in the upper left corner of the 
matrix). The choice is made by selecting the best item within a list of levels, in accordance with the 
scale proposed by Saaty, between 1/9 (i.e. extremely worse/lower) and 9 (i.e. extremely 
better/higher) (see mDSS Decision Methods document for details). The result is a list of normalised 
quantitative values to be copied to the corresponding row of the AM. A Consistency index 
measures the consistency of the relative judgements in the pairwise comparison matrix.  
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Hierarchical Pairwise Comparison of options provides an opportunity to implement the 
approach provided by the Pairwise comparison in a hierarchical sequence of comparisons of 
subsets of options (e.g. with Likert scale).  

 

 NOTE: A global indicator file may be useful when lists of indicator values attached to every 
option are already available, e.g. in the case of sets of outputs of a certain model or a data 
processing procedure. 

 

 

Figure 5-2 Set value from external data base. 

 

5.3 Setting values for the analysis matrix with the  Live link option 

Prerequisites for executing a Simile model from within the mDSS interface are: 

- basic knowledge  about both the mDSS framework and the Simile modelling environment; 

- a previously compiled Simile (.dll) model, or at least a Simile model (.sml) file saved after a Run 
or Debug action in order to create the .dll inside of the .sml. The procedure to launch the Simile dll 
model from mDSS consists of 4 steps, as described below (figure 5-3). 

Step 1 . Activate the Simile modelling interface from the DPSIR frame or the AM window by right 
clicking on the indicator name which will be provided with data from the outputs of the Simile 
model. This can be done through the contextual menu: Set value -> Live link ->Simile. 
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Step 2 . Select the Simile file (.sml) in which the model is compiled, or the .dll file if the Simile 
project is explicitly compiled (function available only in the enterprise edition of the Simile 
software). 

Step 3 . Launch the simulation after having defined the run parameters (as described more in detail 
in the next paragraph) in the spreadsheet-like interface (figure 5-3), which is subdivided in two 
main sections: A and B. 

 

Figure 5-3 mDSS to Simile interface 

Section  A  contains the values of the indicator for all options; zero in case no value has been 
added before. Notice that a value for a single option is selected. This value will be filled in by the 
user by double-clicking on a cell from the B section (which contains the outcome of the simulation 
for that specific criteria) of the spreadsheet (the value will be automatically filled) or just by typing 
in. 

Section B  contains the functionalities to run the Simile model and (if needed) to calculate values 
using spreadsheet functions to be sent to the selected cell of the AM in the A Section of the 
spreadsheet. Section B is composed of 4 parts: 

- B1 contains general information about the Simile model (Time units, Integration method, 
Time step, Start time, Execute for, Display interval) like in Simile Run model window; 

- B2 provides a set of most common statistical functions that can be applied over an area of 
the spreadsheet with data (in the example the area is A13:E13). The area can be identified 
and modified by typing in the G2 cell a new area with the same syntax; 

A 

B 
B2 B1 B3 

B4 
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- B3, contains information about the mDSS project: the analysis matrix and the weights, in 
case they were already defined as described below (the weights are displayed both in 
horizontal (rows) and in vertical (columns) to facilitate copying by selecting with the mouse 
and using Ctrl-C /Ctrl-V). 

 

Figure 5-4 mDSS to Simile interface: section B3. 

- B4, which contains three types of information:  

o (1) the mandatory input parameters as shown in figure 5-3, which is the part where 
the user must input the parameter values for launching the runs of the Simile model. 
In order to run the model the user has to define these variables in Simile as “Fixed 
parameter”, as reported in the example in Figure 5-5. 

o (2) the list of the output variables of the Simile model. The output variables are 
calculated by the model only if the user has filled all the Mandatory input 
parameter(s) and clicked on at least one output variable. In fact, after giving these 
information the “RUN MODEL” button is activated and by clicking on it the Simile 
model runs and produces a new series of output values, reported in  

o (3) the lower part of the spreadsheet (called “OUTPUTS”) as shown in Figure 5-6. 
This latter section contains the results of the Simile models for the selected output 
variables as it was set-up in steps B.1, B.4(1) and B.4(2). The output consists in the 
simulated values for the chosen time steps (defined in section B1). The user will 
then decide which value to consider as indicator out of the all time steps. These 
output variables can then be processed by means of statistical functions (Section 
B.2) or sent directly to the indicator values in Section A by double-clicking or by 
cut&paste. 

The model is typically run for providing the values of one or more indicators of the AM (indicated in 
section A), and by changing the value in the mandatory input cell in section B(1) subsequent 
simulations allow the user to simulate the performances of the alternative options. 

Step 4.  Once the user is happy with the results s/he should click on the OK button in Section A, in 
order to send indicator values displayed in that section to the Analysis Matrix. 
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Figure 5-5 Simile interface, with the example of se tting variables as fixed parameters to allow for 
being updated in the mDSS interface. 

  

 

Figure 5-6 mDSS to Simile interface, with an the ex ample of results of the running of Simile in the 
output sub-section of the spreadsheet. 
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6 SPATIAL ANALYSIS 
 

Two cases of spatial analysis are considered in mDSS5: 

1. the case of localisation or suitability analyses  in which the alternative options are located 
in a single map layer with criteria expressed through the attributes of spatial objects: e.g. 
locations in which a certain intervention could be placed, the problem being the 
identification of the most suitable location or spatial object (e.g. an area represented by a 
polygon); each cell of the AM is filled with the attributes of the spatial object representing 
the alternative options; 

2. the case of spatial scenarios  in which alternative options are described as sets of  – 
multiple – map layers, i.e. spatial criteria, with the MCA rules applied to a combination of 
map layers: each cell of the AM is filled with a map layer. 

Both cases are developed upon the ESRI™ “Shapefile” format. 

 

6.1 “Spatial single map MCA” for localisation or su itability analyses 

The Spatial single map MCA” module is available from:  

- “File -> Single-option spatial-MCA -> New” menu (for new project) 

- “File -> Open project” menu (if the project is already saved in a .md5 file) 

- “Open existing” button from the “Welcome” page (if the project is already saved in a .md5 
file) 

Moreover, there is a function in the “File -> Single-option spatial-MCA -> Up-date” menu, to up-
date previously loaded spatial data in case the information associated to the associated spatial file 
were changed. 

When launching this function the user is asked to provide an existing shapefile name (i.e. .shp), 
and then the associated .dbf file is loaded in the AM following the following rules: 

1. spatial objects (.dbf records) may be selected as options (AM columns) and names can be 
identified by selecting one of the .dbf fields; otherwise option names will be automated 
generated (OPT1, OPT2,...,OPTn); 

2. the numeric fields of the .dbf file can be identified as AM rows (indicators) and the name of 
the indicator will be the field name; 

The names of the selected .dbf fields will be copied to a new indicator catalogue file, to be 
completed by the user and [automatically] moved to the DPSIR chains frame in the Conceptual 
Phase of the project. The selected .dbf fields (columns) are then transposed and moved as usual 
to the AM, as DPSRI indicators (AM rows).  

The following steps are the same as in a scalar project except the final ranking. 
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 NOTE: if the user wants to modify the values of an indicator in a .dbf file there is a specific 
“Send transpose” function in the “Most frequent functions” which allows to send the transposed .dbf 
field values to the indicator values; 

 

6.2 “Spatial multiple map MCA” for spatial scenario  analysis 

The “Spatial multiple map MCA” module is available from:  

- “File -> Multiple-option spatial-MCA -> New” menu (for new project) 

- “File -> Open project” menu (if the project was already saved in a .md5 file) 

- “Open existing” button from the “Welcome” page (if the project is already saved in a .md5 
file) 

Also in this case the user must select an input shapefile which will become the “Base shapefile” for 
the project. All the spatial features used as input for the project must be previously stored in the 
“Base shapefile”. 

In the DPSIR Frame window the user should then define the indicators and measures using the 
catalogues such as in the “scalar” part of mDSS5. Once the indicators have been defined it is 
possible to attach values to them. In this case the indicator values derive from fields of the .dbf file 
attached to the “Base shapefile”. To associate a series of values to an indicator the user must go to 
the “Select multiple-option spatial input parameter” window as follows: 

- select the indicator in the DPSIR Frame; 

- right-click on it; 

- choose “Set value” from the contextual menu. 

The “Select multiple-option spatial input parameter” window then shows in the top part the content 
of the attributes of the “Base shapefile” while in the bottom part the user is allowed to move fields 
of the .dbf file to each measure for the selected indicator. The same procedure is possible also 
once the indicators have been sent to the AM directly in the AM table by: 

- right-clicking on row header of an AM indicator; 

- choosing “Set value” from the contextual menu  

- and then following the steps described above. 

Double clicking on a cell in the AM will map the field of the “Base shapefile” attached to that cell 
with all the mDSS5 mapping facilities.  

The steps to define the Evaluation Matrix in the “Value function” window are the same as in the 
“scalar” part, as described in the following section. The EM values are stored in a temporary 
shapefile with a field for each cell of EM. The  temporary EM shapefile contains also the attributes 
of the “Base shapefile”. Double clicking on an EM cell will allow the user to map the contents of 
that cell. 
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In CHOICE’s ranking of the options, these must be rankled according to a unitary value (e.g. area, 
km,…). 

 

 

 

Figure 6-7 mDSS interface, with an the example of f ields of a .dbf file to be selected for each 
alternative option considered. 
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Figure 6-8 MapWindow interface, with an the example  of the contents of one of the cells of the AM. 

 

 NOTE: in the case of “Spatial single map MCA”, the objects of a single map layer identify the 
alternative options and thus the selected information stored in the .dbf file must be transposed to fill 
the columns of the AM, while in the “Spatial multiple map MCA”, whole map layer are filled in every 
single cell of the AM. 
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7 CHOICE 
 

The comparison of the alternative options is the final phase of the decision making process 
adopted by mDSS. Using Multi-Criteria Analysis (MCA) evaluation techniques, all options are 
judged, against their performances according to the set of indicators identified in the AM. The main 
aim of MCA methods is to reduce the "multidimensionality" of decision problems - the multivariate 
option performances - into a single measure enabling an effective ranking. The heart of any MCA 
decision rule is therefore an aggregation procedure. Decision rules aggregate partial preferences 
described by the performances of individual criteria into a global preference score allowing to rank 
the alternative options considered. There is no single method universally suitable for any kind of 
decision problem; mDSS provides four decision rules: (i) Simple Additive Weighting (SAW); (ii) 
Ordered Weighting Average (OWA), (iii) the Technique for Order Preference by Similarity to Ideal 
Solution (TOPSIS) and (iv) ELECTRE.  

7.1 Normalising the values: the value function wind ow 

The value function window can be opened by clicking on the Choice Tab of the Tab Bar. During 
this work session the user can process the data contained into the Analysis Matrix (AM) to produce 
the Evaluation Matrix (EM).  

 

Figure 7-1 Value Function window. 

The Value Function Window (Figure 7-1) contains both the analysis and the evaluation matrices. 
Initially, the evaluation matrix sub-window, (on the right of the program window), is empty. The user 
must individually select every row of the AM, check one of the standardise options (Value Function, 
Benefit type, Cost type at the bottom-right of the window) in order to define the standardisation 
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function, and, once the function is defined, press the “Send to EM” button to build the EM. At the 
end of this process the EM contains the normalised values of the analysis matrix - the values in 
each row of the analysis matrix transformed to a common [0, 1] range.  

The dimension of rows and columns both in the Analysis Matrix and in the Evaluation Matrix can 
be edited. That is advisable when criteria or alternatives have long names. 

The transformation of the multidimensional indicators stored in the Analysis Matrix into evaluation 
indices to fill the Evaluation Matrix is a crucial step in which the decision maker judges the 
performances of the alternative options (i.e. the Responses within the DPSIR framework) 
measured or estimated in the AM in terms of preference with respect to the specific decisional 
case under examination. The decision maker’s judgement is expressed throughout a value 
function, which converts the AM data (expressed in natural units such as m3, t, etc.) into 0-1 
normalised values. This transformation makes the evaluation criteria comparable. 

Three alternative forms of linear value function (Standardise options) are available in mDSS: 

− By selecting the “Value function” option the user can create a range of different piecewise-
linear value functions (for example a trapezoidal function). The parameters of the value 
function (A, B) define the first and last point of the modelled value function, which are 
prompted as the minimum and maximum observed values of the selected indicators. By 
clicking on the pale blue line in the graphic, the user adds new points that define the value 
curve. The coordinates of those points are reported in the table on the left. Editing of the 
value curve is ended with a double click. The curve can be edited also by clicking on Add 
Button and inserting manually the coordinates. 

 

Figure 7-2 Trapezoidal value function 

− By selecting the “Benefit type” option the user is allowed to transform the AM data 
(expressed in natural units) through a min-max normalisation by applying a linear 
transformation to the data stored in the chosen AM row, in which a zero value is given to 
the minimum value of the row, while 1 is given to the maximum; 
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Figure 7-3 "Benefit type" value function 

− By selecting on “Cost type” option the min-max normalisation is applied with reversed 
scale, in which a zero value is given to the maximum value of the row, while 1 is given to 
the minimum. 

 

Figure 7-4 "Cost type" value function 

On the left side of the screen the user can find two rulers, A and B, that allows the user  to move 
the coordinates of the two points on y axis. 

Using the buttons on the bottom right side of the window, the user can save and load value 
functions. The value functions are saved in a .xls file.  

By default, the value functions are set between the minimum and maximum values among the row 
values in the AM. In case the user needs to enlarge or narrow such range (for example, to refer the 
data to an optimum interval, or to a broader set of values, etc.), the value functions can be modified 
in two ways:  

- manually, by saving the value functions as .xls file, modifying the extreme values in Excel, 
and re-loading the modified file in mDSS; 

- by using the Change Min and Change Max buttons (located on the right and on the left side 
of the value function plot, see Figure 7-1) to change the extremes of the function. 
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 NOTE: the user is advised to save the value functions. In fact when one or more criterion 
values are modified in the analysis matrix, the modified criteria are automatically removed from 
EM. Consequently, the value functions which have as input modified criteria are cancelled.  

The user will be able to load them again only if s/he saves them previously; otherwise it will be 
necessary to re-set them. 

7.2 Assigning weights 

Once the Evaluation Matrix is filled the user can pass to the assigning weights work session. 
Through criteria weighting the decision maker expresses the relative relevance of each decisional 
criterion stored in the EM for the decision to be taken. The weighting procedure produces a vector 
of weights which may be saved by means of the “Save the weights” button in a separate file (.wgt 
file) and reloaded in subsequent working sessions with the “Load the weights” button. These 
functions are useful for subsequent refinements or for comparing preferences of different actors, 
and in particular for group decision making. After the weighting, the aggregation of the decision 
outcomes according to the decision-maker’s preference can be undertaken.  

The path of the methodology changes in function of the decision rule (SAW, TOPSIS, ELECTRE) 
chosen before, as it will be explained in the following sections. Generally speaking, in mDSS the 
criterion weights may be defined in four ways: 

1- They may be defined independently (option “Independent ” should be active in the weight 
quadrant) by moving the sliders and then normalised by pressing the “Normalise” button so that 
their sum equals one; the resulting vector of weights may then be saved in a .wgt file for further 
elaboration. 

2- They may be defined in a dependent way (option “Dependent ” should be active), in which the 
changes of one weight are interactively connected to the changes of all the other weights, 
proportionally to their value. 

3- They may be defined by using the Pairwise Comparison Weighting  approach (see “P.C.W.” 
button). In the pairwise comparison approach the user is asked to compare each criteria pair 
individually. For each pair the user should indicate how important the criterion in the row is versus 
the criterion in the column. After having compiled the comparison matrix the associated criteria 
weights are calculated and appear in the first column of the display. Since the process may 
generate inconsistencies in the pairwise comparison, the consistency index (see mDSS Reference 
guide), which appears at the bottom of the display, acts as a guide. If the value of the index is 
lower than 0.1, the matrix is considered consistent enough. Otherwise the user should revise the 
comparisons. If the matrix is consistent, clicking on the “OK” button copies the calculated weights 
into the weight quadrant (sliders) where they may still be interactively changed and their effect 
visually examined and then saved in a .wgt file for further elaboration. 

4- They may be defined by using the Hierarchical Weighting approach, in which weights are 
assigned by comparing subsets of criteria, which are then grouped into macro-criteria at various 
possible levels of hierarchy (Figure 7-5). The pairwise comparison approach is also used in this 
case, but with the advantage of being applied to smaller subsets of criteria. This facilitates 
comparisons because criteria within a subset are usually more homogeneous and thus more easily 
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comparable (e.g. various forms of pollution). At higher hierarchical levels macro-criteria are 
compared to each other in new matrices. The higher the hierarchical level, the lower is usually the 
technical content of the comparison and the higher is the political meaning (e.g. deciding the 
relative weight of pollution as compared to unemployment).  
The results of aggregations are stored in EM’s of higher level, to be used for further aggregation 
until a final set of weights is calculated, having selected all the available criteria to build a single 
macro-criterion which is then equivalent to the goal of the decision.  
To start Hierarchical weighting the user clicks on “Start Select” button. Once the user has selected 
the criteria to be aggregated in a macro-criterion; the selected criteria selected turn in pink. When 
the aggregation is thought to be finished, the user is requested to click on “End Select” button, to 
type the name of the new macro-criterion and to assign the weights to the chosen criteria. At every 
hierarchical level, criteria previously selected are highlighted in yellow and no longer available for 
hierarchical aggregation. At the end of the hierarchical process, by clicking on the “OK” button the 
calculated weights are copied into the weight quadrant (sliders) where they may still be 
interactively changed and their effect visually examined and then saved in a .wgt file for further 
elaboration.  

 

Figure 7-5 Hierarchical Weighting.  
5-They may be defined using the swing weights  procedure. The algorithm bases on the change 
(swing) from the worst outcome (performance) of a criterion to the best outcome. The swings are 
determined for each criterion separately.  

Swing weights window consists of two parts: The first contains the list of decision criteria, their 
ranges before and after normalisation (i.e. values from the Analysis Matrix and from the Evaluation 
Matrix) and the rank position of each criterion. The rank positions need to be determined by users 
to be able to access the second part of the windows where the weights are elicited.  
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When clicking on the “Swing weights” button, the first of two panels will open (Figure 7-6). The user 
must define first the position rank of all criteria (to do so s/he may click into the text field and edit 
the number directly, or use the arrowed buttons beneath the text field). The most important 
criterion is that for which the change from the worst to the best outcome represents the highest 
increase of the total performance. The user should assign rank 1 to this criterion, rank 2 to the 
second most important criterion and so on until the rank of the least important criterion (n) is 
defined. Clicking one of the previous text fields activates the last edited number. Subsequently, the 
button "Next" becomes active.  

After clicking on the button "Next" the second part of the window opens. This part contains several 
sliders which can be moved to set a value, one for each criterion. The sliders help users to assign 
relative importance to each criterion. The range is calculated by the program according with the 
criterion ranking defined by the user in the left panel. By default the program defines the weights in 
the middle of the allowed  interval.  

When the user is satisfied with this fine tuning the user can click on the OK button from the top of 
the panel to return to the non-normalized weights to the SAW window. The user can return from 
the right panel to the left panel using the “Back” button. 

 

Figure 7-6 Swing weights procedure. 

Example: Assume you have up to 100 points to assign to each criterion for changing its 
performance from the worst to the best outcome. If this change (swing) for the most important 
criterion accounts for 100, how many points would you assign to the second most important 
criterion? To indicate your choice, move the slider to the corresponding position. Continue with all 
other criteria and click "OK" when finished. The criteria weights are calculated according to your 
choices and the results are shown in the standard windows. 
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For a more detailed explanation of their swing weights algorithm, see the description of the 
“mDSS5 Decision methods”. 

7.3 Decision rules 

In order to establish a ranking of the alternatives, the partial scores describing the performance of 
each alternative in respect to each single criterion should be aggregated. Such aggregation can be 
done by following different decision rules; in mDSS5 are available the following types of decision 
rules: Simple Additive Weighting (SAW), Ordered Weighted Averaging (OWA), Technique for 
Order Preference by Similarity to Ideal Solution (TOPSIS) and ELECTRE.  

The user can choose the Decision Rule in the Analysis Matrix window. The default decision rule is 
SAW, but expanding the window by using the More button on the right, it is possible to select a 
different method. In fact, the following operations are slightly different according with the selected 
decision rule, as explained in the next sections. 

7.3.1 Simple additive weighting  
If the algorithm chosen is SAW, then on the screen is showed the following window (Fig.7.7). By 
clicking on “SAW” on the Tab Bar the SAW window appears. SAW is a simple sum of the criterion 
values of every option, weighted by the vector of weights. The results are expressed by means of 
scores: the option with the highest score should be preferred. 

Figure 7-7 Simple Additive Weighting (SAW). 
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Once that the vector of criteria weights is defined, the Response for SAW appears on the right side 
of the SAW window. The best option is coloured in yellow and has a score of 100%. The others are 
ranked according with their absolute score and their % relative to the first position. 

The ranking of options can be saved in a separate file (.opt file) by clicking on the “Save the 
options” button. In this way it will be possible, for instance, to compare the rankings obtained from 
different analyses, e.g. different actors or different decision rules.  

By clicking on the “Ranking Histogram” button, an histogram will appear (Figure 7-8) showing, 
together with the total score of each alternative option, the contribution given to that score by the 
partial scores. The partial scores, which can be visualized clicking on the graph on each criterion 
graph shape, express the performance of each alternative option in each criterion, which depends 
on the standardized indicator values and on the weights assigned to each criterion. 

The results obtained with SAW can be further analysed by means of the Sensitivity Analysis 
functionality described in Section 7.5. 

 

Figure 7-8 Ranking Histogram. 

7.3.2 Ordered weighted averaging  
By clicking on the “OWA” Tab Bar the OWA window appears on the screen (Figure 7-9). The 
Ordered Weighted Averaging (OWA) decision rule requires another set of (order) weights 
describing the risk attitude of decision makers (see decision guide).  

Unlike the simple weighted average (SAW) the order weights are multiplied to a criterion according 
to its rank position, rather than according to its individual importance. Although in OWA the weights 
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are still multiplied by the criterion values and then added to give the overall option performance, 
the association of criterion and weight is different in this case (see for details decision guide).  

When the number of criteria is high, the definition of rank order weights can be tedious. To facilitate 
this task, the user may use one of the predefined functions. Each function is defined by three 
parameters: the order weight of the first criterion in the list, i.e. the criterion with the lowest 
performance (parameter: LOW); the order weight of the last criterion in the list, i.e. the order weight 
of the criterion with highest performance (parameter: HIGH); and the middle point, i.e. order weight 
assigned to the criterion placed in the middle of the list (parameter: AMPLITUDE). 

The weighted criteria values are added to a single overall performance measure. Once that the 
vector of criteria weights is defined, on the right side of the OWA window appears the Response 
for OWA. The best option is coloured in yellow and its score represents the 100%. The others are 
ranked by their absolute value and in % relative to first position. The four buttons on the bottom 
simplify the weights assignment. The user may define a curve which describes the distribution of 
the order weights across the criteria. 

Once the analysis has been completed the user might be interested in knowing how robust the 
final choice is, i.e. how much the weights have to be altered in order to change the ranking of the 
options. A Sensitivity Analysis (see Section 7.5) can be applied to OWA results. 

 

Figure 7-9 OWA window. 

7.3.3 TOPSIS 
When the TOPSIS method is marked in the Analysis Matrix window, the TOPSIS bar becomes 
active and the TOPSIS window appears (Figure 7-10). With the Technique for Order Preference by 
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Similarity to Ideal Solution (TOPSIS) the option which is closer to the positive ideal solution and 
further from the negative ideal solution is considered as being best. Both ideal solutions are 
described by the extreme indicator values . Since these solutions are not real and describe only 
ideal states (which cannot be achieved), the distance of the real options from both of them is 
combined to make the final choice. 

 

Figure 7-10 TOPSIS. 

The Topsis Window contains various elements: (i) the data table including standardised and 
weighted options’ outcomes in the central part with white background; (ii) the ideal solutions (the 
best and worst value for each criterion / row) in the area to the left of the data table; (iii) the current 
weights in the first column to the left of the frame.  

The calculated Euclidian distances from each option (column) to the ideal solutions are shown at 
the top of the table. The aggregated measure of both distances is showed below and is the basis 
for the ranking of options. The weighted criteria values are added to a single overall performance 
measure. Once that the vector of criteria weights is defined, the Response for TOPSIS decision 
rule appears on the right side of the TOPSIS window. The best option is coloured in yellow and has 
a score of 100%. The others are ranked in % relative to first position. 

7.3.4 ELECTRE 
The ELECTRE method uses a different approach to decision support than value/utility function 
approaches. It bases on a pairwise comparison of the alternatives, so it’s computationally more 
demanding. It imposes so-called outranking relations on a set of alternatives. An alternative a 
outranks an alternative b if a is at least as good as b and there is no strong argument against. 
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There is a variety of ELECTRE techniques; the one implemented in mDSS5 was the ELECTRE III . 
Normally the alternatives have cardinal outcomes in all criteria.  

When ELECTRE is marked in the Analysis Matrix Window and subsequently the “Choice” button 
on the tab bar is clicked on, the ELECTRE window appears (Figure 7-11) 

This decision rule needs to assign the weights similarly to the previous working session and to fill 
the three columns of the table on the right of the screen representing the parameters P, Q and T 
(thresholds). These thresholds stand for preference threshold (pi), indifference threshold (qi) 
and veto threshold (ti). For a more detailed explanation of their role and meaning, see the 
description of the “mDSS5 Decision methods”. 

Once that the table is filled ELECTRE can be started clicking on the “Run Electre” button. 

 

 

  

Figure 7-11 ELECTRE. 

7.4 Sustainability chart 

When using the SAW method, it is possible to see how much the alternative options are balanced 
respect with the 3 pillars of sustainability: Environment, Society and Economy. 

By clicking on the “sustainability chart” button the user may aggregate the evaluation criteria to 
obtain three macro criteria according to their character: environmental, social and economic. Such 
character can be defined either in the definition of the Indicators in the Indicators window (Figure 
4-3) or directly in the sustainability analysis window (Figure 7.12).  

The weights for macro criterion are summed and the importance of macro criteria is illustrated in a 
triangle diagram (Figure 7.12). If all three macro criteria present equal weights, the spot showing 
the option performance is located exactly in the centre of the triangle. If this spot is closer to one of 
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the corners of the triangle, it means that the corresponding macro criterion overweighs the other 
two criteria. This chart is intended as an opportunity to evaluate how much the various options are 
balanced with respect of the three pillars of sustainable development, without considering their 
overall performance and ranking. 

At the bottom of the screen coloured circles and black lines are depicted. The circles represent the 
different options with the areas of the circles representing the scores, i.e. the overall performances. 
The length of the black line represents the variability of the values in the EM. The longer is the line, 
the wider is the range of variability of the corresponding score, therefore the higher the 
compensatory effect. 

 
Figure 7-12  Sustainability chart. 
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7.5 Sensitivity analysis 

The sensitivity analysis (SA) can be performed in mDSS when the chosen decision rule is SAW or 
OWA. mDSS has two approaches to SA. The first is called “Most Critical Criterion” and looks for 
the smallest change in a criterion weight which reverses the ranking of a pair of options. The 
second is called “Tornado diagram” and provides a visual comparison of the performances of a 
basic and a challenging option (Figure 7-13). 

The most critical criterion (see details in decision guide) is highlighted (green) in the table. Each 
row in the table describes a possible change in the ranking of two options. The columns describe 
the criteria and how sensitive their weights are. 

The second approach of SA, the TORNADO diagram, is a visual one that compares two options at 
a time. The idea behind the approach is to compare the best option with another challenging 
option. The challenging option may be arbitrarily selected using the list box on the right of the 
display. The bars shown in the diagram describe each criterion and the possible influence of its 
weight on the final decision (see decision guide).  

 

 

Figure 7-13 Sensitivity analysis: Most critical cri terion and TORNADO diagram 

The x-axis (in case of several criteria, it might not be visible immediately; to see it, scroll down the 
bar on the right of the tornado diagram, see Figure 7-14) reports the difference between the two 
alternatives compared. The vertical red line represents the current situation, where the best option 
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outranks the challenging option. The 0 on the x-axis represents the point where the two contrasted 
alternatives have the same total performance. 

 

Figure 7-14 TORNADO diagram's x-axis 

The more distant is the 0 from the current situation, the more stable is the ranking. 

The orange bars show the criteria for which a change in the corresponding weights may cause a 
reverse of the two compared options. The larger is the orange bar, the larger is the difference in 
the ranking that might be caused by a change in the weight of that criterion. If a bar has no orange 
area, there is no change of the corresponding criterion weight which could reverse the order of the 
two options.  

 

7.6 Spatial Analysis 

In the “Spatial single map MCA”, once the user obtained the rank of the options s/he can launch a 
MapWindow window based on a temporary intermediate shapefile by clicking on “Map the Score”  
button. In the Map window the user can see also the rank obtained (field _Rank), can rearrange 
the legend for Score (field _Score) or s/he can make all the GIS actions allowed by MapWindow. 

Having observed the results in MapWindow, the user can save the obtained ranking as new field in 
the .dbf file (or in another shapefile) and, in that case, s/he will be asked to type the file name and 
chose what to save (ranks and/or scores); this is implemented via a “Save the temporary shapefile” 
menu. 

In the MapWindow the user can also choose to save the map as image in an WMF format or in the 
dossier using “Save map image” menu. 
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Figure 7-15 Example of results of the application o f the single map MCA to point objects 

In the “Spatial Multiple map MCA” only the SAW/OWA methods are available in the mDSS5. Once 
the indicator weights are provided and if needed normalized, the “Responses for SAW” panel will 
appear. But it is possible also to provide spatial weighting of the results by using a numeric field of 
the .dbf “Base shapefile” using the combo box below to responses: typically the case of indicators 
expressed per unit of surface, weighted according to the surface area of the polygons stored in the 
shapefile. In that case the “Responses for SAW” panel will be ranked according with the results of 
the calculation of both weights. 

The responses are stored in a temporary response shape file which contains also the attributes of 
the “Base shapefile”. Double clicking on option Name cell of the response table will map that 
response. 

The project can be saved any time in a .mD5 file with a structure slightly different from the “scalar” 
one. The software will automatically recognize the .MD5 type format in the loading process. In the 
saving process the user is asked to save the temporary EM shapefile in a fixed one to be 
recognized in the loading process.  
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Figure 7-16 Example of Spatial Multiple map MCA 

 

 NOTE: The temporary shapefiles used by a project are automatically deleted by the software 
at the end of the session. 

 

7.7 Reporting the analysis: Dossier 

In the most recent release of mDSS a useful function has been added, which allows the user to 
make a dossier for reporting the whole analysis. 

The dossier consists of an excel file containing 12 sheets: 

- DPSIR: it reports the DPSIR scheme; 

- ANALYSIS M: it reports the analysis matrix; 

- EVALUATION M: it reports the evaluation matrix; 

- SAW : it reports the Simple additive weighting analysis, including the vector of weights, the 
SAW results image and the SAW histogram image; 

- TOPSIS: it reports the TOPSIS analysis, including the vector of weights and the TOPSIS results 
image; 

- ELECTRE: it reports the ELECTRE results; 

- SUSTAINABILITY A: it reports the SAW sustainability analysis image; 
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- SAW_SENSITIVITY A: it reports the SAW sensitivity analysis table and the SAW tornado 
diagram; 

- OWA: it reports the OWA results, the OWA results image and the OWA histogram image; 

- OWA_sensitivity A: it reports the OWA tornado diagram; 

- WEIGHTS DISCORD: it reports the weight discord image; 

- COMPRIMISE: it reports the compromise images. 

While all the tables will be automatically added, in order to include the images in the dossier it is 
necessary that the user presses the “Ins” key when the images are open. When doing so, a short 
message will appear on the screen for a few instants, saying that the image has been saved. 

The complete dossier can be visualized only once that the analysis has been fulfilled. When 
selecting the “Save dossier” option in the mDSS modules menu, the user will be asked to save the 
dossier file (as .xls file). After saving the file, the dossier (DPSIR.ods) will be automatically opened, 
yet in order to see all the figures, one should open it with Open Office. 

When something is modified in the project, the dossier file should be updated, by saving a new 
dossier (new selection of the Save dossier function from the mDSS modules menu) or overwriting 
the previous file. In this way, different dossier files can be created to report different analysis on the 
same case study or data set.  
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8 GROUP DECISION ANALYSIS 
 

The situation in which several decision makers have to work together and make a common 
decision is becoming a rule in environmental management. mDSS includes two different 
approaches when facing such a situation. In the first, the decision makers agree on a common 
decision model – all members of a decision group are able to find a compromise (through 
discussion) on a common set of options, criteria and decision rules applied - even though the 
decision makers may have different judgements with regard to the weights assigned to each 
criterion. mDSS provides a routine that compares the differences between the weights expressed 
by different decision makers/interest groups (see Weight discord mode below). When the 
differences are small, the software proposes compromise weights lying somewhere between the 
indicated sets. 

When the judgements are too different and result in different ranking of options, no compromise 
solution may be found. In this case the different options are presented and the decision makers or 
decision group members vote which solution (choice) should be taken (see Compromise mode 
further below). The voting approach implemented in mDSS is based on three different decision 
rules: Borda, Extended Borda and Condorcet (see mDSS Decision Methods). 

8.1 Weight discord mode 

The mDSS5 allows to compare different sets of weights. The current weights are shown in the first 
row (figure 8.1). To add another previously stored sets of weights, the user must double-click on 
the row header with caption “Load new weights”. A window will appear allowing the user to 
navigate to the directory with the files in which alternative weights are stored.  

 

Figure 8-1 Initial screen to compare different sets  of weights.  

 

Once an additional set of weights have been added, two graphs will appear in the bottom part of 
the screen. The first shows criteria on the x-axis and their weights on the y-axis. The different sets 
of weights are distinguished by colour. 

Further below the difference between two chosen sets of weights are shown in a bar diagram 
(figure 8.2). User may determine which two sets of weights have to be compared from the drop-
down list on the right side of the bar diagram. In both diagrams the names of the criteria are 
abbreviated. The full names of the criteria are listed in the bottom part of the screen.  
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Figure 8-2 Comparison of the different sets of weig hts 

 

8.2 Compromise mode 

In the compromised mode you can compare and aggregate different rankings of the options. This 
can help in situations in which the various stakeholders assessed the options separately and with 
different results. The mDSS5 contains a number of formal aggregation (voting) rules to reconcile 
the differences in these rankings.  

The interface (figure 8.3) contains a table with the rankings obtained by the most recent 
aggregation rule applied. The most suitable option is listed first, the option with poorest 
performance is listed last. The other rankings can be defined manually – by clicking the empty cell 
of the other rows and choosing from the drop-down menu in which the available, not yet assigned 
options are listed. Alternatively, the user can click on the head of the next empty row with the 
caption “Load a new option order” to open previously saved results.   

Once at least two sets of rank orders are defined, the results are shown in the area below the tabs 
(figure 8.4). The mDSS5 applies three different methods in this step, the result of each are shown 
in a separate tab. By default, the Condorcet method is applied. Unless there is no unambiguous 
solution using this rule, the name of the option with broadest support is shown. Alternatively, the 
user can click on the second tab showing the result of Borda method. Borda yields a compromise 
ranking even in case there is no unambiguous Condorcet winner. The option with highest Borda 
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mark is the compromise solution. You may choose the Extended Borda method to control the way 
the conflict inherent in different ranking is resolved. See the Decision Guide for the details.   

 

 

Figure 8-3 Initial screen to compare different rank ings. 

 

 

 

Figure 8-4 Results of different aggregation methods , Condorcet (upper), Borda (middle) and 
Extended Borda (bottom) 


